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elite pocket diaper
The most adjustable one-size pocket diapers on the market!
Adjust Snaps Always start with the rise snap adjustment facing front.

To adjust the diaper to fit newborns:
Snap A down to D.
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To adjust the diaper to fit infants:
Snap A down to C.
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To adjust the diaper to fit crawlers:
Snap A down to B.

Add Absorbent Core

To adjust the diaper to fit toddlers:
Leave fully extended.
Waist Adjustments to Fit All Four
Sizes
To close waist, use corresponding snaps or
hook-and-loop closure for a snug fit.
Customize the absorbancy as
needed.

Tiny Tush Tips!
First Use:
The pocket diaper should be washed before using. To extend life of the pocket, hang to dry.
Wash and dry inserts until they reach their maximum absorbency.

Washing:
When soiled, remove solids prior to washing.
Separate insert from the diaper and store in a dry pail.
Always rinse soiled diapers in cold water.
Use 1/4 the suggested detergent amount and add an extra rinse cycle when heavily soiled.
Machine Wash Hot

Non-Chlorine Bleach

Tumble Dry Low

Hang Dry

Do Not Iron • No Fabric Softener
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elite pocket diaper care
To ensure complete cleaning of your pocket
diapers, wash Tiny Tush Elite pocket diapers using the
highest water level in your washing machine. Wash
using any water temperature with one-quarter of the
recommended amount of detergent. Using too much
detergent produces build-up and is the single most
common cause of most odor and leaking problems.
Build-up can also cause rashes.
Avoid detergents with perfumes, dyes, and fillers that
can build up on the fleece, as they may cause leaks. A
simple cleaning agent, such as washing soda, works best and can be found next
to the color safe bleach. If the diapers smell stinky or like detergent, wash them
again with less detergent and more water.

Avoid fabric softeners and dryer sheets
as they leave a coating on fabric causing
diapers to leak. If they are used in your
machines for other laundry, they will coat
the inside of your machines and transfer
the coating to the diapers.

When adding new hemp or cotton items
to your diaper stash, be sure to wash
them separately until they are completely
primed, preventing the natural oils from
transferring to pocket diapers or diapers
already in use.

Avoid using diaper cream. If you find that
you need to use a diaper cream, use a
barrier such as disposable diaper liners
to prevent staining of the diapers.

To prevent Velcro® or Aplix® closure
diapers from tangling and to reduce the
lint build-up in the tabs, be sure to fasten
the fold-back tabs prior to laundering.

For a trimmer fit on newborn babies,
substitute the small absorbent insert with
cotton wash cloths.

By adding an extra spin cycle to the
washing cycle and adding a clean dry
towel to your dryer, you can reduce the
drying time up to 25%. Line dry diapers to
save on drying cost.

TinyTush.com
Tiny Tush makes cloth diapering easy by
combining technology, design, and good old-fashioned comfort!
For more information email charlene@tinytush.com.

